
 

 

The road leaves Oms towards the Col de Fourtou (Fourtou Pass). Right after a bend, a dirt 

track plunges deep into a forest till it hits a farm down below. 

The Aspres hills are a well kept secret. 50 hectares of holm oaks and cork oaks form a green 

carpet covering the slopes till the horizon. Gourmets can feel that mushrooms grow in autumn 

in the undergrowth as well as truffles in winter time. 

 

     

    Welcome to Mas Cané! 
 

For a long time goats used to feed here. Les Planes-Vassail used to produce goat cheese. 

Their goats are now used to clean up the undergrowth and are a great help in preventing wild 

bush fires. Raising poultry is now Mas Cané's (in Catalan, mas means farm) main activity. 

Geese and ducks are now our farm's greatest treasure. 

And for a very good reason: they are the only birds accepting force-feeding as part of their 

natural life. Their natural capacity to stock fat is taken great care of in Mas Cané. And it is 

used by the Planès-Vassail family to produce the best of Foie Gras (goose and duck liver).

      

 

Foie Gras 
 

Every year, 2,400 a day old ducklings and 600 geese chicks arrive on the farm. Raised 

outdoor, they reach their adult weight after around four months. 

Then force-feeding starts: ducks will swallow about ten kilos of corn in 13 days and geese 18 

kilos in 21 days. 

Force-feeding is a process inspired by a natural mechanism specific to migrating birds: in 

order to be able to fly safely over seas and continents, birds must take their feed on board. It is 

for them a matter of survival. So they force themselves to ingurgitate more than they can eat 

before flying to their final destination. Their liver, originally weighting less than 30 grams, 

can then reach a kilo, thus becoming a natural larder. 

Ancient Egyptians were the first to discover this natural liver metamorphosis in migrating 

birds. Foie gras was already a treat for ancient Greeks and Romans. But it was only 

rediscoverd by the French in the 18
th

 century. 

Today's force-feeder is a careful and minute auxilliary of nature: four times a day, he or she 

introduces with the utmost care the feeding implement in the bird's throat, pats its neck, ready 

to respond to any unexpected reaction. Any uncareful, clumsy move could stress or even 

wound  the bird. 

In Mas Cané, we have a basic ground rule: « To make a good foie gras, we need a good duck, 

good corn and a good feeder! » 

It also takes years of practice to master the feeding gestures and to feel the first signs of 

fatigue which will determinate the proper culling time. 

Eve, Gilbert and Claude's elder daughter, has specialised herself in the feeding of geese, a 

much more delicate task than feeding ducks. 

 

 

Magret or fillet? Confit... 
 

During feeding time, ducks grow an average of 1,5 kilo in 13 days. Their liver fatten, their 

muscle structure develop, their meat grow richer. 



All this delicate process not only allows to gather foies gras but also to obtain a delicious 

meat. Thus the fillet becomes a magret and the thighs first choice confits (preserve). 

As you can see, the aristocrat of charcuterie is not the only product the Planès-Vassail family 

can feel proud of. If their first class foie gras has been awarded several times gold and bronze 

medals at the French Ministry of Agriculture's yearly national competitions, their terrines 

(patés), duck rillettes and ready made recipies are also worth trying. 

Collecting the bird's liver, removing its nerves, seasoning it with the utmost care requires skill 

and experience. Preparing Catalan specialties, reinventing age old recipies also requires an 

excellent mastering of gastronomic traditions which Mas Cané is well known for. 

 

 
     Snacks at the farm 

 

The Planès-Vassail family is surfing on many passions: of their trade, of their area and of meeting people. Their 

« Days at the Farm » are the result of this specific alchemy. « Casse-croûtes » (snacks) and meals served at Mas 

Cané not only give you the opportunity of tasting our farm's fine products, they represent a wide selection of 

Catalan cuisine and of Mediterranean flavours. 

 

Our program: 

 

11.30AM: after a guided tour of the farm a « casse-croûte » will be be ready for you 

 

 

You will have the choice between: 

 

 a plate of duck charcuterie (foie gras toasts, duck rillettes, duck neck stuffed with foie gras, wind 

dried duck magret, goose paté with foie gras and salad) 

 boles de picolat (a Catalan specialty made of duck magret meat balls, olives, cèpes, or wild 

mushrooms, gravy). 

 salpiquet de mongetes (beans cassoulet with duck confit, garlic and parsley gravy, sausage and Catalan 

boutifare, or blood sausage) 

 canard en gelée (preserved duck leg with natural duck jelly and salad) 

      _ ….. 

 

All these dishes are served with vegetables from our own garden. 

We also serve local apéritifs, fruit juices and coffee. 

 

A sample of ready made dishes (to take home?): 

 ollada du Roussillon (vegetable soup with duck confit and Catalan boutifare) 

 lentilles au confit (lentils with duck preserve) 

 canard aux cerises de Céret (duck cooked with cherries from Céret 

And, don't forget our graisse de canard, or duck fat, unbeatable in good cooking! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


